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What is the 
future of our 

equines?



‘Gene editing is no 
longer a rumour’





‘Race to sign up 

first genetically 

engineered super 

horse’
Daily Telegraph 27 December 2017



X-GENE HORSES?
Posted 15 October 2023

Official Veterinarians have confirmed a horse has tested positive to gene 
doping at the recent Ocala Show.  

“We have contacted the relevant connections and will not be giving out any 
more information at this time” the Chief Veterinarian announced yesterday.

The announcement will be a bitter blow for the equine sector and the breeding 
industry as it attempts to regain the trust of the public after a series of scandals.



1. DNA (DeoxyriboNucleic Acid)

2. All DNA in an animal is called the genome

3. The genome is strands called chromosomes

4. Horses have 32 pairs of chromosomes  - 31 

non-sex & 1 sex (X & Y)

5. There is a small amount called mitochondrial

DNA only inherited from the dam 

What is DNA?



1. The administration of normal genes into an 

animal’s cells to treat or cure a disease 

(transgenesis)

2. There are no genetic therapies approved by 

veterinary pharmaceutical regulators for use 

in the horse

What is Gene Therapy?



Oncept canine melanoma vaccine (prescribed for

horses) is a DNA vaccine that treats melanoma:

Generates an anti-tumour immune response

https://www.sporthorsevets.com/equine-melanoma/

Contributes to health, not performance

Should this be banned?

The Conundrum

https://www.sporthorsevets.com/equine-melanoma/


1. A genetic therapy technique that allows     

targeted modification of  the DNA 

sequence within a cell 

2. Gene editing can delete, insert or 

substitute the original sequence with a 

desired sequence (the order of the 4

chemical building blocks, called ‘bases’

of the DNA molecule – Adenine &  

Thymine and Cytosine & Guanine)

What is Gene/Genome  

Editing?



1. The administration of normal genes 

into an animal’s cells to enhance 

performance instead of treating a 

disease

2. It is simple to order synthetic gene 

sequences online

What is Gene Doping?



When can gene doping be 

carried out?

1. Genetically modified eggs or sperm

2. Pregnancy / embryo

3. Foal

4. Yearling

5. In training/competition

6. Post competition / before entering 

breeding



Article 6B

2. Prohibition on Gene Editing and Genome Editing

c. The use on, or administration or application to, any 

horse of Gene Editing or Genome Editing is prohibited at 

all times.

The International Agreement 

(IABRW)



Article 6B

1.Prohibition on use or administration of Genetic Therapy

c. Exempted Genetic Therapy

A Genetic Therapy may be used or administered to a specific horse with the 

express prior approval of a Racing Authority if that Genetic Therapy is used 

to treat an injury or disorder formally diagnosed by a veterinarian, and:

a. is not capable of modifying a horse’s heritable genome;

b. does not pose a threat to the welfare of horse;

c. does not pose a threat to the integrity of racing, either by having the 

potential to enhance or harm the performance of a horse in a race.

Gene Therapy - IABRW



British 
Government 

Questionnaire 
Q1 2023

1. What breeding techniques/technologies do you 

currently use in your sport? 

2. Is there currently any interest in using PRECISION 

BREEDING (PB) technologies in your equine sector? 

3. What are the pros and cons of using PB technologies 

in the equine sector? 

4. If you have concerns, what are they?  

5. Is there likely to be any interest in using these 

technologies in future? If so, when? 

6. Do you set standards or rules relating to breeding 

practices for equines?  

7. Do you foresee an interest for imported precision 

bred equines or germinal products? 



Precision Breeding

The Genetic Technology (Precision 

Breeding) Bill 

Department of  Environment, Food & Rural Affairs [April 2023]: 

Precision breeding (PB) describes a range of technologies, such as gene editing, 

that enables DNA to be edited much more efficiently and precisely than current 

breeding techniques. This is different to Genetic Modification (GM)…

…Scientific advice is that there is no greater risk to the environment 

than organisms developed through traditional breeding.’



Animal 
welfare 

‘safeguards’ 
in the Act  

“The system will require a developer to seek a marketing 

authorisation from Defra [Government] before any 

precision bred animals can be marketed in England.” 

“When applying, the developer must confirm that the 

health and welfare of the animal (and its qualifying 

progeny) is not expected to be adversely affected by any 

trait resulting from precision breeding. This will be in the 

form of an animal welfare declaration and accompanying 

evidence.”



Genetic Modification & Precision Breeding 
“…Precision Bred Organisms (PBOs) are not genetically modified?”



The Case Of The 

“Precision Bred” 

Polled Dairy Bulls

Gene editing is still

evolving – it can introduce

significant unexpected

changes without anyone

noticing.



How can you detect 

transgenesis?

1. Molecular biology technique called

PCR

2. PCR targets a specific DNA sequence

and makes millions of copies of it,

which can then be examined by

sequence, length or melting

temperature

3. This method has also been upscaled to

detect up to twelve genes in one

reaction with a specialised instrument



How can you detect gene 

editing?

1. Comparison of the DNA sequence -

Whole Genome Re-sequencing (WGR)

2. The DNA sequence of the foal is

compared to the DNA sequence of its

parents to identify artificially

introduced differences in the sequence

3. Alternative - sequencing only regions

of the genome likely to be targeted for

gene doping



What is detected by the 

tests?

Normal

Genome

Edited

Genome



Gene-editing [as opposed to transgenesis - easier

to detect] would have to be proved – i.e. that the

mutation is not natural/spontaneous.

Information from the parents is required to show

that at least one copy was not inherited.

Questions, regulations and 

prosecution framework



De Novo Mutat ions :  ‘ a  genet ic  a l terat ion  that  is  present  for the  f i r st  t ime in  one fami l y  

member  as  a  resu l t  o f  a  var iant  (or  mutat ion)  in  a  ger m cel l  (e gg or  sper m)  o f  one of  the  

parents ,  or  a  var iant  that  ar ises in  the  fer t i l ized  e gg i tse l f  dur ing  ear l y  embr yogenesis ’



Q1. Should tests be conducted only on foals

and/or first-season stallions/mares, horses

in training/competition?

Q2. Should retrospective testing be conducted on

parents and potential siblings to assess the

reach of abuse and how far should this go

back?

Retrospective testing for 

gene doping?



Q1. Who owns the sample? Who owns the data?

Q2. Chain of custody of samples (Hair or Blood)

Anonymisation of samples

Storing of samples

Q3. Do the Stud Book’s rules allow for additional

samples from the parents?

Samples and data



Q1. Should the gene editing tests be charged to

owners and breeders?

Q2. Should testing be restricted to accredited

laboratories?

Costs and testing 

laboratories



Q1. ‘Accreditation’ or ‘Registration’ of breeders?

Q2. Could you prove exactly when the gene-editing

had occurred?

Q3. Who would you prosecute?

Prosecution



A question for you – ‘May’ or ‘Shall’

“Given that gene editing or genome editing of an 

embryo can modify the heritable genome, any 

horse discovered to have been the subject of such 

practice [ may / shall ] be excluded or removed 

from the relevant stud book.” 



What can you do – First Steps

1. Inform and discuss gene doping threats and your Stud 

Book Rules with your stakeholders (Art. 6B of IABRW) 

2.  Include a ban on gene doping in your Stud Book Rules 

3. Start collecting samples now for future testing -

knowing that samples collected are a deterrent



Phosphoenolpyruvate 

Carboxykinase (PEPCK)



This is 
only the 
beginning but 
awareness is 
deterrence
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